
Dear Parents / Carers,
 

I hope you had an enjoyable holiday break and a

chance to charge your batteries! We were lucky

to have some beautiful sunny days to enjoy in the

great outdoors, so I hope you all made the most

of them. 

Our students are always eager to get back to

school to be with their friends and get back into

their learning. I am really impressed at how

settled they are and how engaged they are with

their learning tasks. The tone across the school is

really fantastic and it is a pleasure visiting

classrooms and seeing the school work being

completed, and the learning taking place.

With the last 18 months where we have seen

major interruptions with Remote Learning, every

minute counts, so it has never been as important

that students attend school regularly so they do

not fall behind. 

A huge congratulations to all those students and

families who hardly ever miss a day of school,

and arrive on time to start the day at 9.10 sharp. 
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Be Safe Be Respectful Be A Learner

Student Learning Awards

At the end of term 2 we were pleased to

present several students with a High Achiever

badge for their attitudes and efforts towards

their learning.

Each teacher spoke about their chosen

student and the behaviours they display that

align with our school expectation of being a

learner. It was lovely to hear so many positive

things being shared about each of them.

I would like to congratulate the following

students for their fine efforts during semester

one which earnt them a Student Learning

Award. Great work!

19th July         Assembly

26th July         Winter School Sports 

MYOS

30th July           Pupil Free Day



Regards,

Jocelyn Owens

Principal

Millie Valentine 

Jessica O’Brien

Lily-Paige Carr

William Liao

Daniel Ngo

 

Daisy-May Carr

Angelina Martinelli-Walsh

Jayliah Travers

Jood Harb

Lexie Pierce

Blake Russell (Science)

Asish Basnet (Arts)

Grace Grealy (P.E.)

Savannah Barnes

(Indonesian)

 AWARD WINNERS

If you require a FREE breakfast pack

please see Mrs Potter



Protecting children; Mandatory Reporting in schools. 

All teachers and principals in primary school settings are designated mandatory reporters.

This means teachers must act as soon as they witness an incident or form a reasonable belief 

that a child has been or is at risk of being abused, including exposure to family violence.

Teachers must act if they form a suspicion/reasonable belief that abuse has occurred or is at

risk of occurring, even if they are unsure and have not directly observed the child abuse. 

The following image outlines the 4 steps all staff in our school will take to report a concern

of child abuse to the authorities. 

 



If you hold a concern for a child and that they may be at risk of harm reports can be

made on 131 278 to the Department of Housing and Human Services. 

Ph: 131 278

 



Welcome back to Respectful Relationships Term 3!

After our hard work on Emotional Literacy and Personal Strengths from last term, we are ready

to steam ahead to our topic for this term: POSITIVE COPING.

 POSITIVE COPING

We all face all sorts of problems throughout the day in our

everyday life. Having strategies to stay calm so that we can solve

these problems is part of what help us be successful at the end of

the day. 

This term we will be learning about strategies that will help us

cope with strong positive and negative feelings so that we can

stay focus and relaxed.

Meditation

Yoga

Listening to music

Counting to 10 

Visualisation

Self Positive Talk

POSITIVE COPING STRATEGIES

This term you can support your child

by researching and practising

positive coping strategies. Some of

these can be:

 

 

Stay tuned through the term to find out other strategies that

your child is learning in the classroom.

 

 

 



This term the children have started a music program which will be delivered once a week.

The program is facilitated by Jeremy from Just Brass. The children participate in small group

music sessions using the same instrument. They learn all about the instrument, it’s name,

how to play it and learning how to play along to a beat. The children had so much fun.

Musical experiences in childhood can actually accelerate brain development, particularly in

the areas of language acquisition and reading skills.

Learning to write our names continues to be a large focus in kinder. The children are

becoming great learners as they practice holding their pencil correctly and copy or trace

their name from their name cards. Helping your child write their name at home will

complement what they learn at kinder and will help them master the skills of writing their

name independently.

 

 

Kinder Week 1, Term 3

Kinder
News










